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INTRODUCTION

Marine systems are complex, and isotope tracer
studies have been used widely during the past
decades to understand sources and pathways of
 organic matter flow in estuaries and oceans (Fry &
Sherr 1984, Lee et al. 2012). The isotope studies have
made special contributions in the area of food web
studies, helping to constrain ideas about energy flow
and trophic pathways in many field settings (Demo -
poulos et al. 2008, Oakes et al. 2010). Several model-
ling approaches have been developed to deal with a
problem that complicates interpretation of the isotope
results within mass-balance mixing models, the prob-
lem of too many sources and not enough tracers (Mi-
nagawa 1992, Phillips & Gregg 2003, Lubetkin &
Simenstad 2004, Parnell et al. 2010). Stable isotope
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ABSTRACT: Statistical mixing models have been
developed to help ecologists deal with isotope tracer
data and to estimate source contributions in complex
systems such as food webs and sediments. However,
there are often too few tracer measurements and too
many sources, so that unique solutions are not possi-
ble in underdetermined mixing models. This review
highlights 3 approaches for solving otherwise under-
determined mixing models. The approaches include
frequency-based statistics, calculations based on sec-
tors measured in mixing polygons, and linear mixing
between central and sidewall points in the mixing
polygons. All approaches have some assumptions
that allow extrapolation of mean solutions from
measured data, with the simplest assumption being
that any uncertainty in source contributions is
divided in an even-handed manner among sources.
A new graphical approach is proposed that allows
scientists to critically recognize and separate data-
supported aspects of solutions from any assumed
aspects of solutions. The data-supported aspects of
solutions can be tracked conservatively as the sum of
the minimum source contributions, ΣMIN, and for the
many cases where ΣMIN is low, additional ways to
approach mixing problems are summarized from the
published literature. Many underdetermined mixing
problems do not have robust mean solutions with
tracers employed thus far, so that there is a longer-
term need for additional tracers and methodologies
to really solve these complex ecological problems.
This review concludes with several practical steps
one can take to interpret isotope tracer information
from underdetermined systems.
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tracers used to generate these mixing models in -
clude measurements of δ2H, δ13C, δ15N, δ18O and
δ34S, among others (Phillips & Gregg 2003). Programs
such as IsoSource (www.epa.gov/wed/pages/models/
stableIsotopes/isosource/isosource.htm) help eva l u a te
these underconstrained problems and provide sum-
mary information about the suite of possible or fea -
sible solutions. This summary information in cludes
means, error estimates and minimum and maximum
values. However, how to use this information is not
easily understood by many ecologists.  Especially,
ecologists often use the statistical mean solutions as
seemingly the ‘most likely’, in spite of explicit warn-
ings that minimum and maximum estimates are the
robust output from the modelling (Benstead et al.
2006). This review seeks to pinpoint and illustrate the
sources of confusion about using the  statistical mixing
models, especially that using the mean solutions
mixes 2 kinds of information, well-constrained mini-
mum source estimates and poorly-constrained esti-
mates where all sources contribute to an assumed so-
lution. This review uses simple geometric examples
involving squares and trapezoids to clarify the role of
assumption in solving these underdetermined mixing

problems, then gives a case study to illustrate the
combined use of mean, minimum and maximum
 feasible results to identify the  robust results from
 statistical model output. Much of this review focuses
on the widely used IsoSource program, but comments
apply also to other statistical packages such as SIAR
(Parnell et al. 2010) that use underconstrained ap-
proaches to estimate source contributions. Examples
concern food web applications.

SOLUTIONS FOR UNDERDETERMINED MIXING
MODELS ARE VIA ASSUMPTION

Many isotope mixing problems are underdeter-
mined, with too many sources and not enough trac-
ers. Fig. 1A gives an example using 2 hypothetical
tracer measurements (δ1 and δ2 plotted on the x- and
y-axes) that are similar to e.g. δ13C and δ15N or δ2H
and δ34S, 4 sources (the apices of the square), and a
point in the middle (the data point of interest, also the
centroid of the square). The fractional contributions
of the sources contributing to the data point can be
represented by 3 equations:
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Fig. 1. Mixing model example for 4 sources and 2 tracers. Centroid point in the middle of (A) has no unique source assignment,
and (B−D) show 3 of the infinite number of possible feasible solutions for % source contributions. Programs such as IsoSource
and SIAR give the generalist solution (B) as the mean solution, but all other feasible solutions such as those shown in (C) and 

(D) are in fact equally probable compared to the (B) generalist solution
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f1 + f2 + f3 + f4 = 1 (1)
f1 × δ1Source1 + f2 × δ1Source2 + f3 × δ1Source3 + 

f3 × δ1Source4 = δ1Sample (2)

f1 × δ2Source1 + f2 × δ2Source2 + f3 × δ2Source3 + 
f4 × δ2Source4 = δ2Sample (3)

where f is the fractional contribution of each source.
However, because there are 4 unknown fractional
contributions and only 3 equations, no solution is reli-
ably indicated. Instead, the data support alternative
or feasible solutions rather than a uniquely deter-
mined solution.

This underdetermined situation is also evident
graphically. Three of the feasible solutions are shown
in Fig. 1, the even-handed ‘all sources are equal’
solution (Fig. 1B) versus 2 solutions where only 2 of
the 4 sources contribute (Fig. 1C,D). Many more fea-
sible solutions are possible that are a mix of the solu-
tions shown in Fig. 1, and in fact there are an infinite
number of feasible solutions for such underdeter-
mined problems. To ‘solve’ underdetermined prob-
lems and distinguish between alternatives such as
those shown in Fig. 1B−D, some additional assump-
tions are needed.

THREE APPROACHES TO SOLVING UNDER -
DETERMINED MIXING PROBLEMS

Statistical subsampling 

One approach to solving underdetermined mixing
problems is to use statistical subsampling of the
range of feasible solutions and then calculate aver-
ages from the subsample. This is the approach
used in the software packages IsoSource and SIAR.
The mean source contribution values calculated by
IsoSource for the center point in Fig. 1 are the same
for each source, 25% contribution, with a reported
SD of 15% for each of these sources. The minimum
and maximum reported values are also the same for
each source, 0 and 50% respectively. This output can
be understood graphically, with Fig. 1B showing the
mean solution, and Fig. 1C,D showing extremes
where sources can contribute as little as 0% (mini-
mum values) or as high as 50% (maximum values).
Reporting the mean value and error of 25 ± 15%
emphasizes one central solution (Fig. 1B), and rele-
gates the others to error (Fig. 1C,D). The implicit
assumption scientists make in reporting mean values
from IsoSource is that frequency is equal to prob -
ability, but the underlying reality is that all these fea-
sible solutions are equally probable. This may seem a

semantic point, so to clarify the distinction between
frequency and probability, imagine a shopkeeper
who finds that someone is stealing from the store.
The shopkeeper consults a colleague who recom-
mends a frequentist solution, i.e. the most frequent
customer is the most likely shoplifter. However, the
shopkeeper knows the most frequent customer very
well because this person is also the best customer,
and for these reasons, decides to collect further evi-
dence rather than relying on the assumption that
 frequency is equal to probability. Because it is only
loosely expected that frequency might equal proba-
bility in some cases, and with many exceptions in
other cases, IsoSource programming discourages the
use of frequency-based means, even though means
are reported in IsoSource, and also in SIAR. An early
user of this frequency-based analysis did not find the
approach wholly satisfactory, and in the end employed
additional tracers that allowed a strongly determined,
unique solution (Minagawa 1992). Ecologists also use
observations such as gut content studies (Peterson
1999, Fanelli & Cartes 2010) to help constrain the
range of feasible solutions.

The reader may also wish to note a truly semantic
point, that the statistical ‘means’ reported in Iso Source
and SIAR programming are used in a different way
than scientists normally encounter, i.e. the statistical
‘means’ do not necessarily represent the mid-point
value existing in the real world. This is because each
of the feasible solutions considered by Iso Source and
SIAR is in fact equally likely and cannot be excluded
as a true and valid representation of the mid-point ex-
isting in the real world. The statistical ‘means’ gloss
over this uncomfortable fact that all alternative solu-
tions are equally likely, i.e. the ‘mean’ solution repre-
sented by Fig. 1B has no higher mathematical proba-
bility than the solution shown in Fig. 1C or Fig. 1D.

Geometric sector approach

A second approach to solving underdetermined
mixing problems uses a geometric sector approach.
This approach provides feasible source contributions
for squares, which can be divided into sectors next to
the sources using lines that pass through the data
point of interest (Fig. 2). For the square in Fig. 2, the
dividing lines are parallel to the sides of the square,
resulting in a cross-hairs approach centered on the
data point, and the contributions of the sources are
inversely proportional to sector areas, i.e. the frac-
tional source contribution for an individual source is
calculated as:
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Fraction = 1/(sector area for the source)/
{Σ [1/(all sector areas)]} (4)

This inverse approach was developed for mixing
triangles (reviewed in Phillips 2001), but was largely
replaced by the more flexible statistical programs
that easily give solutions for the many types of poly-
gons (Phillips & Gregg 2003). However, the geomet-
ric inverse approach follows the intuitively correct
logic that the closer a data point is to a source, the
more important is that source. Calculation of the
source contributions for Fig. 2 with this geometric
approach gives the ‘all sources are equal’ result, i.e.
the Fig. 1B solution is indicated, not the Fig. 1C or
1D solutions. The assumption in this approach is
that other geometric ways of estimating solutions
are not important, an assumption that is question-
able since, for example, a diagonal line can be
drawn from Source 1 to Source 3 in Fig. 2 to explain
the central data point as a 50/50 mix of these 2
sources. However, the geometric approach based on
areas gives the ‘all sources are equal’ answer for
Fig. 1, a solution that coincides with the frequentist
mean (Fig. 1B). Ecologists can be tempted to recog-
nize this mean as correct from the coincidence of
central tendencies in the frequentist and geometric
sector approaches.

Linear mixing

It is also possible to examine these same underde-
termined mixing problems with a third approach
involving center points and sidewall points, still
using a square mixing polygon as the example. The
center point is calculated as the (average x, average
y) of the source points, and is the centroid point in the
middle in Fig. 3A. A sidewall point is on any line con-
necting 2 of the apex source points, e.g. the diamond
sidewall point in Fig. 3A, is intermediate be tween
apex source Points 1 and 2. In this approach, any data
point can be understood as a mixture between the
centroid and a sidewall point. The solutions for side-
wall points are completely known and determined
from 2-source mixing from mass balance equations
(Fry 2006), e.g. for the sidewall point of Fig. 3A:

f1 + f2 = 1 (5)

f1 × δ2Source1 + f2 × δ2Source2 = δ2Sidewall point (6)

The solution of these 2 equations for the 2 un -
knowns f1 and f2 is unique:

f1 = (δ2Sample − δ2Source1)/(δ2Source2 − δ2Source1)
and 
f2 = 1 − f2, so that f1 = (5−0)/(10−0) = 0.5, 
and 
f2 = 1 − 0.5 = 0.5 for the sidewall point in Fig. 3A (7)

In this approach, the centroid point solutions are
unknown because they are in fact infinite and all
equally likely (Fig. 1). In face of this uncertainty, this
approach assumes that the source contributions for
the centroid are divided equally among all sources at
25% each for the example in Fig. 3A, in effect deal-
ing with uncertainty in the most even-handed way.
The result is that each data point contains deter-
mined and undetermined aspects, with the sidewall
contributions representing the determined aspects
and the centroid contributions representing the evenly
partitioned undetermined aspects. This approach
cleanly divides the solutions into data-supported
aspects (sidewall contributions) and assumed aspects
(centroid contributions).

For simple regular polygons like squares of Figs. 1−3
and for 4-sided parallelograms, the underdetermined
mixing problems can be viewed from this third
 perspective in a very routine and reliable way, i.e.
this perspective yields the same mean results as the
IsoSource and SIAR approaches based on frequen-
cies (more irregular polygons are discussed below).
Points that fall closer to the sidewall in regular poly-
gons become more determined until they are fully
determined via 2-source mixing at the sidewall itself.
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But in the middle space, between the centroid and
the sidewall, there is an intermediate level of confi-
dence and solution, with lower confidence and more
assumption accorded to points nearer the centroid,
and more confidence and less assumption ac corded
to points nearer the sidewall. The overall confidence
can be tracked graphically by examining how close
data points fall to the centroid versus sidewalls.
Mathematically, the minimum contributions calcu-
lated by IsoSource or SIAR for a data point can be
summed (ΣMIN) across sources to give the overall
strength of solution, with 100% indicating a unique
solution. Values for ΣMIN range from 0 to 100% for the
centroid point in Fig. 3A versus any sidewall point in
Fig. 3A, respectively.

Generally, the ΣMIN strength of solution is good to
consider when evaluating the overall reliability of
conclusions, especially whether conclusions are well
supported by data with ΣMIN > 50% or poorly sup-
ported by data with ΣMIN < 50%. For parallelograms
like the squares of Figs. 1−3, those points with ΣMIN >
50% will be more than halfway to the sidewalls from
the centroid points, and points in the center 1/4 of
mixing diagrams have ΣMIN < 50%. A visual repre-
sentation of this central ‘less solved’ area can be
made by constructing an interior polygon around the
centroid, with walls of the interior polygon parallel to
the main polygon and halfway to the center (Fig. 3B).
Because data points falling in this central region are
interpreted more by assumption than by measurement,

scientists should be extra-cautious about reporting
mean source values for data points from this ‘danger
zone’, the dotted middle box in Fig. 3B.

There is an another metric besides ΣMIN that is
valuable for tracking source contributions:

% resolved = 100 − (maximum − minimum) (8)

The % resolved values can be calculated when
maximum and minimum source solutions are deter-
mined from IsoSource or SIAR programming. This me -
tric identifies the better resolved or better constrained
solutions as those where minimum and maximum es-
timates approach each other, with unique solutions
indicated where maximum = minimum. The % re-
solved values for the centroid, data point and sidewall
point in Fig. 3A are 50, 75 and 100%, re spectively,
and the % resolved values are perfectly correlated
(r2 = 1) with ΣMIN in this graph. Generally, this metric
helps identify regions where % resolution is >75%
and the minima and maxima are only 25% apart, so
that mean values are confined to a narrow 25% range
and are relatively reliable. This >75% resolution zone
is the area outside the dotted perimeter of the danger
area given in Fig. 3B, so that both less assumed and
more resolved solutions exist in this outer zone.

It is also good to consider an example of more com-
plex, irregular mixing polygons that can be common
(Phillips & Gregg 2003). In squares and in regular
polygons with equilateral sides and angles and in 
4-sided parallelograms, the centroid coincides with
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the ‘minimum’ point, the point where minimum source
contributions are lowest and usually equal zero. But
in more irregular polygons, the minimum point or
area can be relatively distant from the centroid, while
the centroid is partially resolved and has non-zero
source contributions. Fig. 4A shows such an example
for an irregular polygon, a trapezoid, where the min-
imum point where ΣMIN is 0% is shown as an open
circle at the intersection of lines connecting opposite
source points, while the centroid where ΣMIN is 35%,
shown as a closed circle, is located differently.

Solutions for source contributions in irregular poly-
gons show several similarities and some differences
to solutions in regular polygons. First, the determina-
tion of the source contributions for the minimum
point open circle in Fig. 4A is still by assumption,
with statistical programs giving the most even-
handed partitioning among the 4 sources rather than
involving only 2 sources. This is similar to the gener-
alist versus specialist solutions of Fig. 1. The even-
handed % generalist source contributions for the
Fig. 4A minimum point are 10/10/40/40 for sources
1/2/3/4, respectively. While these contributions are
not equal, they are even-handed in that the source
contributions are as similar as possible for any of the
feasible solutions. The 10/10/40/40 source mix is also
even-handed, because dissimilarity between sources
in minimized, i.e. it has the smallest possible total dif-
ference between the sources compared to other fea-
sible solutions, such as a 20/0/80/0 mix. Second, both
the ir regular and regular polygons have a danger
zone in the middle of the polygon where assumption
dominates solutions. This danger zone with >50%
as sumed solutions is halfway to the sidewall from the

minimum point (Fig. 4A) rather than from the cen-
troid (Fig. 3B), but this zone occupies 25% of the
larger mixing polygon in both cases. This is to be
expected because mixing is proceeding between
an assumed uncertain center to a certain sidewall.
Lastly, the asymmetrical shape of irregular polygons
gives a more complex differentiation of % resolution
among different sources. For a data point in regular
polygons, % resolution is the same for all sources, but
in irregular polygons, % resolution can vary for the
different sources. For the example shown in Fig. 4B,
there is a large area where Sources 3 and 4 are
poorly resolved (<75%), but in contrast, Sources 1
and 2 are acceptably resolved (>75%) throughout
this whole trapezoid. The reason Sources 3 and 4 are
poorly resolved in this example stems from the geo -
metry of Fig. 4B, where Sources 3 and 4 lie close
together and so can be rather easily substituted for
each other in the mixing calculations. In contrast,
Sources 1 and 2 are well-separated from each other
and from Sources 3 and 4, and so have high % re -
solved values throughout the polygon. Interestingly,
the % resolved values are high for Sources 1 and 2
even in some cases where assumption is strong, near
the minimum point in Fig. 4A. This is because the
maximum possible Source 1 and 2 contributions in
this region are close to zero and show little difference
from minimum  values that are also near zero. Thus,
in this region where Sources 1 and 2 can only possi-
bly make relatively small contributions in the 0−25%
range, their contributions are >75% resolved, and
mean estimates for these source contributions will be
fairly reliable even though the region has high over-
all assumption (Fig. 4A).
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In summary, there are some general features and
also nuances to making geometric assessments of
mixing model results. For data points in regular poly-
gons like the square of Fig. 3, ΣMIN and % resolved
values for source contributions vary together and
record the same mixing dynamic between centroid
and sidewall points (Fig. 3). But for more irregular
polygons, the % resolved values can vary for differ-
ent sources, reflecting the irregular shape of the
polygon. Many polygons are regular or fairly regular,
so that the simpler Fig. 3 models apply. But for more
irregular polygons where centroids and minimum
points are well-separated (e.g. Fig. 4), ecologists may
need to use geometry and statistical programming to
find the minimum point or area that is the center of
the danger zone with ΣMIN <50% and where strong
assumption is involved in interpretations. For these
irregular polygons, ecologists may also wish to use
statistical programming to generate several versions
of the same polygons to show the low resolution
zones for each of the sources used in the mixing poly-
gon. These low resolution zones can overlap and be
combined as shown for Sources 3 and 4 in Fig. 4B,
and generally, use of such graphs helps develop a
visual understanding of zones where interpretations
about source contributions are more and less well-
constrained by data. Ecologists can benefit from study-
ing the geometry of their mixing polygons and try to
develop a visual understanding of their data to comple -
ment any mathematical or statistical interpretations.

The examples of Figs. 1–4 give a sampling of under -
determined tracer problems encountered in mixing
polygons, but more complex polygons are possible.
Given source values, IsoSource or SIAR will forward-
calculate the frequency distribution of solutions for
more complex polygons, and it is convenient to use
those calculations to find points or areas where mini-
mum contributions are at or near zero. These areas
are the danger zones of Figs. 3 & 4, generally where
ΣMIN is less than 50% and strong assumption is
needed to back-calculate or unmix the source contri-
butions to specific values. More complex mixing
polygons can also give results that are not intuitively
even-handed, but result from the statistical forward
calculations with random resampling. Considering
an example having 3 sources with 0, 5 and 10 values
and a sample in the middle with a value of 5, the
IsoSource-calculated source contributions are 25/50/25
and not the more intuitive one-third from each source.
In these cases, the even-handedness arises more
from random resampling than intuition, but the main
point remains the same, that when samples are near
the middle in these underdetermined mixing prob-

lems, unmixed actual solutions are only achieved by
assumption. 

JUSTIFICATIONS FOR SOLVING 
BY ASSUMPTION

The finding that undetermined models are being
solved by assumption is not surprising, and ecologists
using mean solutions should state why they have
confidence in the assumed solutions. The underlying
assumption that becomes apparent in the third
approach using polygons with centroid-sidewall mix-
ing (Fig. 3B) or mixing between minimum and side-
wall points (Fig. 4A) is an even-handed partitioning
of uncertainty among the alternative sources, a com-
mon assumption of modelling that is often justified by
assuming that the result will ‘not be too far wrong’.
That is, an even-handed solution is less likely to be
wrong than a specialist solution. However, biology
works with both means and extremes in processes
such as evolution, and some thought needs to go into
accepting mean solutions that are underdetermined.
These solutions are least likely to be wrong for gen-
eralist situations where all sources are in play, and
for more integrated ecological situations, for example
for high-level carnivores that consume a variety of
more specialist low-level consumers in a food web.
On the other hand, the assumption of even-handed
partitioning of the uncertainty will usually assign
some importance to all sources in mixing diagrams so
that low-level mean contributions appear for all
sources. And to the extent that more and more
sources are considered, the solutions become more
and more diffuse as these low-level contributions
accumulate. These considerations also lead to the
realization that the choice of sources also importantly
determines mean solutions, with more sources giving
more diffuse mean solutions and fewer sources giv-
ing more sharply contrasting mean solutions. Experi-
ence shows that aggregating sources to a minimum
number is advisable, and guidelines have been
developed to help with this aggregation (Phillips et
al. 2005).

It is perhaps good to close this section about as -
sumptions with the thought that natural abundance
isotope analyses are really performed to exclude pos-
sible solutions when sources have low maximum
importance and graphically are far away from data
points. But using underdetermined mean solutions is
an attempt to pinpoint actual solutions. This pin-
pointing is not really possible in science or ecology
because of the general objection that other uncon -
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sidered factors may be important. This objection is
quite realistic for many source-mixing problems
where unknown sources may have been missed in
sampling, then omitted in the mixing polygons, cul-
minating in a flawed solution. For such reasons, it is
often advisable to use mean values with great cau-
tion because they extrapolate and come to solutions
perhaps too quickly. The more cautious scientist is
often satisfied leaving some unknowns for future work.

CASE STUDY

The foregoing does not focus on the several posi-
tive features of programs like IsoSource and SIAR.
These features include a uniform way to evaluate
mixing dynamics, incorporation of error terms (e.g.
variation in field replicates, in source isotope values,
and in trophic enrichment factors or fractionations),
and easy mathematical manipulation of model sce-
narios and model inputs. With this in mind, results
from a published study were re-examined to identify
robust results arising from IsoSource models, with
the criteria for robustness being that trends found in
means would also be evident in minimum and maxi-
mum values for the various feasible contributions.

The study chosen concerned crabs sampled from
mangrove creeks near a shrimp mariculture facility
in Thailand, where the intent was to use C and N
isotopes to track any food web alterations for local
crabs due to effluent discharged from the facility
(Kon et al. 2009). The mariculture ponds discharged
into an ‘impact’ creek sampled at its headwaters
next to the pond. Sites farther away in mid-creek
and farthest away at the creek mouth were sampled
in the ‘impact creek’, and similar sampling was
done at 3 stations in a ‘reference’ creek system
located nearby. Five or ganic matter sources were
considered as possibly important in the crab food
web, including shrimp feed, mangrove leaf litter,
microphytobenthos (MPB), phytoplankton and epi-
phytic macroalgae. Only 2 tracers were used, and
the IsoSource results indicated an underdetermined
outcome with many feasible solutions. Authors re -
ported mean IsoSource values along with minimum
and maxima for feasible contributions in their Table
2, and averages of those tabulated values for the
various crab species are plotted in Fig. 5. Generally,
crabs from the reference creeks showed high food
web reliance on mangrove and MPB, while crabs
in the headwater reaches of the impact stream next
to the shrimp farm showed some contributions and
impacts from the farm (Fig. 5).

Considered in more detail, there were several
trends that were common in the Kon et al. (2009) re-
sults calculated for means, minima and maxima, and
these trends could be considered robust. Three
 common trends visible by close inspection of Fig. 5
were (1) food web inputs from the shrimp farm were
highest in the impact creek headwater site nearest
the shrimp farm, (2) the normal mangrove contribu-
tions to diets were lower at headwater and mid-creek
sites near the farm than in the reference creek, and
(3) MPB contributed more to crab diets at the mouths
of creeks than at the more shaded mid-creek and
headwater areas (Fig. 5). Because these 3 results
emerge from all 3 ways of viewing the data, they
can be considered robust. In contrast, some detailed
source assignments visible in the mean solutions
were not paralleled in the solutions for minima and
maxima and should not be considered robust. In par-
ticular, 2 trends were detected in mean and maximum
data output (Figs. 5A,C) but not in minimum output
(Fig. 5B): (1) low-level but apparently widespread
 influence of shrimp farm foods in both impact and
 reference creeks, and (2) moderate importance of
epiphyte and phytoplankton foods at all sites (Fig. 5).
These 2 mean results probably should be discounted
and de-emphasized in final interpretations because
they are just those low-level contributions expected
to arise from assumed rather than measured parts of
the analysis, i.e. the assumption that all sources con-
tribute to solutions will force all sources to acquire
importance, a questionable interpretation since it
comes from assumption rather than measurement.
Overall, ΣMIN averaged slightly more than 50%, and
% resolved averaged across individual sources was
slightly more than 75%, indicating that the system
was moderately solved in spite of being underdeter-
mined (Fig. 5). However, other studies show much
lower resolution and ΣMIN in the 3−20% range (e.g.
Melville & Connolly 2003). As Melville &  Connolly
(2003) point out, additional tracers and approaches
are likely needed to come to satisfactory evaluation of
such strongly underdetermined mixing problems.

OTHER APPROACHES

Underconstrained mixing models can be solved if
enough assumption is blended with measured data.
This mixture can make it difficult to understand how
to evaluate and interpret results, but some general
lessons have emerged over the past years that help
ecologists deal with underdetermined systems. One
important lesson is that using additional qualitative
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information can be very powerful in constraining
otherwise underdetermined solutions by narrowing
the ranges of reported minimum and maximum
source contributions (see ‘additional constraints’
link at IsoSource website, www.epa.gov/wed/pages/
models/ stableIsotopes/isosource/isosource.htm). The

additional information often can be obtained in food
web studies where observations of foraging behav-
iour and gut contents are traditional complements to
isotope tracer work (Peterson 1999). For example,
ecologists may know that time spent foraging on
Source A is more than on Source B, or that sources

9

Fig. 5. Example showing how to make robust interpretations using output from IsoSource programming where there are too
many sources and not enough tracers. The data are taken from a published study of crabs in a mangrove estuary in Thailand
(Kon et al. 2009, averages for crab species from their Table 2). Food source contributions for mangrove crabs were investigated
in reference and impact creeks near a shrimp farm that discharged wastewater into the headwater site of the impact creek.
Panels show source contributions calculated by IsoSource programming for (A) means, (B) minima and (C) maxima. Careful
inspection shows some common, robust results that appear in all 3 panels, but also trends in the mean results (A) that are much
less robust and not supported by results for minimum contributions (B), as detailed in the text in ‘Case study’. For example,
most of the lower-level (5−15%) contributions for phytoplankton, epiphytes and shrimp farm effluents indicated in means (A)
do not appear in the minima (B). In this case, the mean results are unsupported by the more conservative view of the data rep-
resented by the minimum values (B), and interpretation of these mean values is not robust based on only the isotope measure-
ments. Key: Shrimp farm = shrimp food or shrimp farm ecosystem; Mangrove = mangrove or mangrove ecosystem (mangal); 

MPB = marine mudflat ecosystem; Epiphytes = epiphytic macroalgae growing on mangroves. Error bars are SE 
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A and B are consumed in about equal quantities, but
that the nutritional quality of Source A is much
greater than that of Source B. With such information,
model output can be sorted for only solutions where
Source A contributions are greater than those of
Source B, and such sorting has the beneficial effect of
much reducing the range of feasible solutions, i.e.
what was a broad range of solutions becomes nar-
row, close to a completely determined solution. But in
many cases, scientists want to use the isotope tracer
data as independent evidence, and so keep a focus
on using measured mixing polygons.

Source selection 

Experience shows that keeping these mixing poly-
gons as simple as possible is best, with only impor-
tant sources included (e.g. Fanelli & Cartes 2010).
Guidelines exist for aggregating and reducing the
number of sources (Phillips & Gregg 2003), but gen-
erally, eco logists rely on several lines of evidence to
help decide which sources to include and which to
exclude. These approaches include gut content stud-
ies, feeding observations and experimental results
(e.g. Laurand & Riera 2006, Fanelli & Cartes 2010).
When considering source inclusion or exclusion for
mixing polygons, graphing initial source values and
discarding unimportant sources may be acceptable
in some cases. It is tempting to add more sources,
because including more sources seems to better
mimic complex real situations, but experience shows
that adding more sources will also inevitably in -
crease internal errors and uncertainty. For these rea-
sons, attention to source selection is important for
these mixing diagrams, and generally selecting the
simplest source array is highly desirable. Many sci-
entists try to simplify mixing problems to 2-source or
3-source problems that can be solved unambiguously
with 1 or 2 tracers, respectively (Phillips et al. 2005,
Newsome et al. 2007). In these 2- and 3-source prob-
lems, models are no longer underdetermined and
unique solutions are possible. For example, with the
common situations of only 2 tracer measurements in
δ13C × δ15N biplots, aggregating sources to 3 sources
to form a mixing  triangle will allow unique solutions,
in line with the general observations that n tracer
measurements allow unique solutions for n + 1
sources. For example, aggregating Sources 3 and 4 in
Fig. 4A would allow unique solutions for all data
points in the mixing polygon, in effect trading off
some losses in ecological  resolution of particular
sources for large gains in mathematical power. How-

ever, ecologists often prefer to keep more complex
source mixtures in polygons because they are inter-
ested in resolving the individual, unaggregated source
contributions.

Varieties of tracer approaches

Ecologists working with complex mixtures have
developed several approaches, including the proce-
dures recommended with Fig. 5, for finding the
 common results between calculated mean, mini-
mum and maximum IsoSource solutions. Other ap -
proaches consider how consumer isotopes shift in
time or space, testing whether consumer isotopes
shift to  follow isotopes of suspected important food
resources (McCutchan & Lewis 2002, Melville &
Connolly 2003, Finlay 2010, Rasmussen 2010). Aver-
age source values can be regressed against other
independent source mixture indicators, such as gut
content information, to test for significant corre -
lations expected for converging lines of evidence.
This works best if the source mixtures are in fact
fairly well known, with the isotopes helping by
essentially fine-tuning the source estimates (Rutz et
al. 2010). Another approach is to fit triangles closely
around measured consumer data points to help
identify sources near the apices of the triangle that
are most important (Layman 2007). Triangles have
the advantage of providing unique solutions in iso-
tope biplots such as δ34S versus δ13C (Newsome et
al. 2007), although sources are often aggregated at
the habitat level in top-down triangles constructed
around consumers. Shifting the mixing axis from
specific food sources to aggregated sources indi-
cated by certain consumers (e.g. benthic versus
pelagic consumers) is often a useful way to aggre-
gate source data and find useful source information
in food web data (Demo poulos et al. 2008, Grippo et
al. 2011). Where food sources differ strongly in C, N
or S element concentrations, alternative concentra-
tion-dependent modelling provides important alter-
native estimates of source contributions for food web
problems (Phillips & Koch 2002, Bouillon et al. 2008,
www.epa.gov/ wed/pages/models/stableIsotopes/
isoconc/isoconc1_01.htm). Tracer addition experi -
ments can greatly help to test source contributions
that are poorly resolved with natural abundance iso-
tope data (Peterson et al. 1993), but these addition
experiments need careful time course sampling,
knowledge of turnover dynamics and good model-
ling for correct interpretation of results (Fry 2006,
Oakes et al. 2010, Lee et al. 2012).
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Explicit and implicit sources

Ecologists have also proposed using the measured
isotope data directly to infer mixing dynamics without
using explicit source values (Bearhop et al. 2004, Lay-
man et al. 2007). This approach has been criticized
because it is hard to know if a 1‰ range or SD repre-
sents a large or small difference until the bracketing
source values are considered (Hoeinghaus & Zeug
2008), e.g. a 1‰ SD is a large error if sources are sepa-
rated by only 2‰, but a much smaller error if sources
are separated by 10‰. If the source isotope values are
stable across systems, then valid comparisons can still
be made without the explicit source evaluation, but
unfortunately, source isotope values commonly show
a local differentiation related to local complexities of
biogeochemical cycling (Fry & Sherr 1984). Ecologists
have been frustrated by this situation not only
because it requires much local sampling effort but
also because it is often very difficult to sample the
sources most important to animals. Animals are good
at finding and consuming important foods so that
ecologists undersample and miss those important
foods. In such cases, ecologists still hope that their
source sampling will at least provide representative
isotope values for foods in the area. This situation ob-
viously is less than ideal, and future isotope tracer
work might consider using a ‘community referenced’
assessment ap proach that is based on the consumer
measurements. For ex ample, consider a fish food web
where average values of planktonic, benthic and top
carnivore fish are measured and could be used to
generate a combined community background SD or
reference ellipse (Jackson et al. 2011) of isotope varia-
tion at a sampling location. Then the individual and
species-level fish isotope variation (Bearhop et al.
2004, Layman et al. 2007) could be assessed against
this area to generate a ‘community referenced’ value.
This type of locally re ferenced metric could aid eco -
logists who are seeking to understand patterns of
trophic change in natural and human-disturbed food
webs (Cucherousset et al. 2012).

More tracers 

Isotopes alone often are not enough to solve envi-
ronmental problems (Peterson 1999). Scientists in
other fields use many more than 2 tracers to com-
pletely solve mixing problems with 4−8 sources
(Schauer et al. 1996, Belicka & Harvey 2009, Collins
et al. 2010). Employing more tracers to deal with mul-
tiple sources (Weiss et al. 2008, Griffith et al. 2009) is

probably the long-term solution for currently under-
constrained isotope mixing problems.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Underconstrained mixing models force ecologists
to think about the balance between assumption and
testing in making isotope interpretations and in
 judging model output. Almost always, models show
that a mixture of sources is important in explaining
 measured data; it is just pinpointing the details of
these mixtures and actual % contributions of various
sources that is at question. An important overall
 message from this review is that for many points in
underconstrained mixing diagrams, source contribu-
tions can be obtained only by assumption. Assuming
solutions seems anti-scientific, but modellers often
work with underconstrained solutions in formulating
hypotheses and in performing sensitivity analysis
associated with various scenarios. These are legiti-
mate modelling exercises, but scientists interested
primarily in interpretations based on strong empirical
testing should probably focus on and interpret data
falling closer to sidewalls of mixing diagrams, where
source contributions are known with the most confi-
dence. It is because mean solutions for underdeter-
mined mixing models often contain a substantial ele-
ment of assumption that the following text appears in
bold on the IsoSource website and also with every set
of solutions calculated by IsoSource: ‘To avoid mis-
representing the results, users of this (IsoSource)
 procedure should report the distribution of feasible
solutions rather than focusing on a single value
such as the mean’ (www.epa.gov/wed/pages/models/
stableIsotopes/isosource/isosource.htm). The SIAR
programming lacks similar warnings (Parnell et al.
2010), but similar considerations apply to isotope-
based calculations from SIAR. But in spite of such
caveats, many ecologists use mean values and error
estimates given by IsoSource and SIAR. With this use
in mind, the  following 6 practical steps give a frame-
work for working with these means of feasible solu-
tions (Fig. 1B−D), using the example of an under -
determined isotope food web problem.

(1) In planning your study, recognize that in many
cases, source contributions are hard to resolve with
isotopes, so that you likely should use other ap -
proaches to help test your main hypotheses. Use
some preliminary sampling to see if isotopes will be
helpful. Go ahead with isotopes if they appear prom-
ising, but also make the isotope work just one of the
approaches you are using to answer your scientific
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questions. The isotope approach may work best with
multiple tracers and using comparisons made possi-
ble by extensive isotope sampling in time and space
as noted above under ‘other approaches’. But most
studies focus within a single system and just C and N
isotopes at natural abundance levels because these
measurements are relatively inexpensive and allow
much replication. The following steps apply to such
dual tracer studies.

(2) At the end of the study with isotopes, plot your
data along with the sources and connect the sources
with lines to form a mixing polygon. Consult the liter-
ature for reasonable estimates of trophic enrichment
factors (TEFs) and use those factors to generate a sec-
ond graph where all data has been corrected for
trophic level effects (Post 2002). Work with both the
original and TEF-corrected graphs in the following,
so that you know the effect trophic corrections have
on your interpretations. If TEF effects are large for
especially nitrogen, you may want to consider using
carbon isotopes alone in mixing models (Sierszen et al.
2006, Grippo et al. 2011). In any event, you may want
to publish one or both of these plots along with any
output from IsoSource or SIAR, so that it is clearer
how data are being interpreted.

(3) Use your data plots to visually check if one or
more sources is far from data points and so has low
maximum importance. This is a strong and inter -
esting result, with isotopes ruling out or disproving
major contributions from those far-away sources.
This disproof based on ‘low maximum importance’ is
often the strongest use of isotopes. Examine output
from IsoSource or SIAR to obtain the highest numer-
ical values that are the maximum contributions, and
record those as needed.

(4) If you have multi-source data with not enough
tracers and too many sources in your data plots, see if
you can simplify the source mix by deleting sources
that Step 3 indicates are not important, or by aggre-
gating sources. Simpler source mixtures can give
unique solutions. For example, for C and N isotope
plots, a triangle of sources will produce uniquely
determined solutions that are 100% solved, and SIAR
is an excellent program for propagating errors
around those mean values. If you have 3 tracers, you
can uniquely solve for 4 sources; if you have 4 tracers,
you can resolve 5 sources, etc. The IsoSource and
SIAR mixing model programs can work with these
increasing numbers of tracers and dimensions, but
you need to use unweighted isotope values (not mul-
tivariate inputs) that reflect underlying model
assumptions of mass balance and simple accounting
of (ultimately) numbers of atoms.

(5) If you are still not satisfied with maximum con-
tributions (Step 3) and do not want to aggregate
sources (Step 4) but decide to keep multiple sources
and work with means in an underdetermined system
(e.g. Fig. 1), add a smaller interior polygon enclosing
the area where points are >50% assumed. This inte-
rior polygon has walls half-way to sidewalls from
the centroid for regular and near-regular polygons
(Fig. 3B), while for more complex polygons such as
the trapezoid of Fig. 4, the point or area with mini-
mum source contributions can be identified with
IsoSource or SIAR and used as the center point for
this interior polygon (Fig. 4A). Use these interior
polygons as visual guides for a first sorting of solu-
tions along a gradient from generally ‘very undeter-
mined’ near the center of the interior polygon to ‘very
determined’ near sidewalls. This is a gradient that
tracks increasing values of ΣMIN towards the side-
walls. For irregular polygons, a second sorting may
be needed using the % resolved metric for individual
sources, as outlined in the Fig. 4B example and ac -
companying text. Then think about emphasizing
solutions that are most robust, with the highest ΣMIN,
where the % resolved value is high (>75%) and
where means, minima and maxima give parallel re -
sults (Fig. 5). If you report solutions for all data, report
the ΣMIN and % resolved alongside the mean values,
or use colours or darker shading of the means and
errors to indicate solutions that are most robust with
higher ΣMIN and % resolved.

(6) Finally, think about the other knowledge you
have of the system, and examine the data plots and
mean solutions from another point of view, asking
the question ‘Are these data points in the right place?’
The points may occur in the center where the math
does not give a unique solution, but you may still find
that the location of these data is consistent with your
other ecological knowledge of the system. Convers -
ely, points near the center may make you think dif-
ferently about the other types of ecological informa-
tion that you have. Here you are really using isotopes
as checks on other lines of evidence, asking if iso-
topes do not disprove those other interpretations and
so support them. In fact, the most powerful uses of
isotopes usually occur in this manner, by combining
isotope information with other lines of evidence,
even when isotopes alone offer fairly unconstrained
solutions.
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